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ABSTRACT
At ICSE’2013, there was the first session ever dedicated to automatic program repair. In this session, Kim et al. presented PAR, a novel template-based approach for fixing Java bugs. We strongly disagree with key points of this paper. Our critical review has two goals. First, we aim at explaining why we disagree with Kim and colleagues and why the reasons behind this disagreement are important for research on automatic software repair in general. Second, we aim at contributing to the field with a clarification of the essential ideas behind automatic software repair. In particular we discuss the main evaluation criteria of automatic software repair: understandability, correctness and completeness. We show that depending on how one sets up the repair scenario, the evaluation goals may be contradictory. Eventually, we discuss the nature of fix acceptability and its relation to the notion of software correctness.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging

General Terms
Verification; Reliability; Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION

“What one would like ideally [...] is the automatic detection and correction of bugs” R. J. Abbott, 1990 [1]

The automatic detection of bugs has been a vast research field for decades, with a large spectrum of static and dynamic techniques. Active research on the automatic repair of bugs is more recent. A seminal line of research started in 2009 with the GenProg system [37, 15], and at the 2013 International Conference on Software Engineering, there was the first session ever dedicated to automatic program repair.

The PAR system [19] was presented there, it is an approach for automatically fixing bugs of Java code. The repair problem statement is the same as GenProg [15] “given a test suite with at least one failing test, generate a patch that makes all test cases passing”. PAR introduces a new technique to fix bugs, based on templates. Each of PAR’s ten repair templates represents a common way to fix a common kind of bug. For instance, a common bug is the access to a null pointer, and a common fix of this bug is to add a nullness check just before the undesired access: this is template “Null Pointer Checker”.

We strongly disagree with Kim et al.’s paper on PAR. This is our motivation to present this critical review of their work. We think that a respectful critical reading and debate is very important in the scientific process. This usually happens within technical contributions (e.g. in the related work section), but this is often shallow and biased towards the new approach. Explicit criticism may sometimes be better to clearly see the opposing ideas in the first place (see for instance the strong opposition in “A Debate on Teaching Computer Science” in the Communications of the ACM [10]).

Our critical review has two goals. First, we aim at explaining why we disagree with Kim and colleagues and why the reasons behind this disagreement are important for automatic software repair in general. Second, we aim at contributing to the field with a clarification of the essential ideas behind automatic software repair. We will discuss neither the motivation of automatic software repair (we extensively work on automatic repair) nor the technical contribution (we believe in the efficiency of templates for fixing certain bugs and the soundness of PAR’s ones).

We start by discussing the concept of “defect class” which is missing in PAR’s paper. We show that ignoring this concept has serious consequences on the conclusiveness of evaluation protocols in general, and PAR’s one in particular. We propose three dimensions for defining a defect class: the root cause, the symptom, and the kind of fix. This is broad
enough to revisit in the related work recent papers on automatic repair.

Then, we will elaborate on the problem statement of automatic repair. Beyond the canonical problem statement [37, 15, 19] which we call test-suite based program repair, we show that there are diverse repair problems, depending on whether repair happens online at runtime or offline at maintenance time, and whether repair happens on the state of programs or on the behavior expressed in their code.

Naturally, this diversity of problem statements leads to a diversity of evaluation criteria. For test-suite based program repair, we emphasize on the need to characterize the inner quality of test suites. Then, depending on whether one considers software repair as fully automatic code synthesis or as a recommendation system problem, there are different evaluation criteria to be considered. Those evaluation criteria may even be contradictory. For instance, bug fix recommendation systems are expected to synthesize understandable patches but are allowed to provide partial solutions. Fully automatic repair systems have no understandability constraints but should always yield a 100% executable solution.

Eventually, we explore the foundations of the fix acceptability question (whether a fix is more acceptable than another). Through a thought experiment, we claim that under certain circumstances, the question “is patch A more acceptable than patch B?” is fundamentally unanswerable. We finish the discussion by revisiting the relation between repair and software correctness.

To sum up, we contribute to the field of automatic repair with new perspectives using Kim et al.’s paper as starting point. Our contributions are:

- the highlighting of pitfalls in automatic software repair research and the uttermost importance of explicit defect classes;
- the presentation of kinds of software repair and their characteristics, in particular state repair and behavioral repair;
- the identification of important and sometimes contradictory evaluation criteria in the field: understandability; correctness; completeness.

The paper reads as follows. Section 2 gives some background information on automatic software repair and PAR. Section 3 is the critical review per se, it exposes what we think is wrong in Kim et al.’s paper. Section 4 elaborates on the problem statement of automatic software repair. Section 5 discusses the evaluation of automatic software repair techniques and presents a thought experiment on the notion of “fix acceptability”. Section 6 discusses the related work. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2. BACKGROUND

Before discussing in details Kim et al.’s approach called PAR [19], let us first briefly discuss what we mean by automatic software repair and then how PAR works.

2.1 Automatic Software Repair

Automatic software repair is the process of fixing software bugs automatically. This definition seems broad enough to encompass diverse approaches from different fields of computer science and engineering. In particular, it accepts different notions of fixing (e.g., on source code, on binary code, on execution data) and different kinds of bugs (independently of the severity and the type of oracle that asserts the presence of the bug). In a nutshell, automatic software repair consists of several overlapping phases: failure detection (something wrong has happened), bug diagnosis (why this has happened), fault localization (what the root cause is, where the initial faulty module/statement is), repair inference (what should be done to fix the problem). For instance, an archetype automatic software repair system takes a bug report as input and outputs a source code patch that fixes the bug.

It closely relates to what is called “automatic debugging” [38]: the ultimate goal of debugging is to fix bugs and to that extent automatic software repair is perfect automatic debugging. However, as said above, the term “automatic software repair” is broader in scope than automatic debugging in the sense that debugging connotes more the diagnosis phase of repair than the combination of the aforementioned phases. Automatic software repair relates to the traditional field of software dependability [4], and in its terminology, it spans both fault tolerance and fault removal. Indeed, automatic software repair can benefit from the clear definitions of “error”, “failure”, and “fault” coming from dependable computing [4], because the term “bug” is vague and refers to those three concepts indistinctly.

Automatic software repair also much relates to software testing (w.r.t. the techniques used to detect and diagnose the bugs), to program synthesis (when it comes to create a correct piece of code), and to data mining and machine learning for software engineering (when the repair knowledge is extracted from existing data – version control systems, execution traces, etc.). This list of related fields is not meant to be exhaustive.

2.2 PAR: Template-based Software Repair

PAR is an automatic software repair technique invented by Kim and colleagues and presented at the 2013 International Conference on Software Engineering [19]. As previous work [15], it states the problem of automatic repair as follows: a bug is detected by a failing test case, and the goal is to change the application code so that, first the failing test case now passes and second, the other test cases (forming a “test suite”) still pass.

To do so, PAR uses an existing fault localization technique, and for each suspicious statement, it tries different repair templates. If the application of a repair template makes the test suite passing, the bug is considered to be fixed. Each of the ten repair templates represents a common way to fix a common kind of bug. For instance, a common bug is the access to a null pointer, and a common fix of this bug is to add a nullness check just before the undesired access (template “Null Pointer Checker”). Some of PAR’s templates use the intrinsic redundancy of software and pick some code elsewhere in the program under repair to fix the bug [26].

3. A CRITICAL REVIEW OF PAR

In our group, we extensively work on automatic software repair [25, 26, 8]. In the last months, we have spent much time in studying Kim et al.’s paper on PAR [19] and its
Table 1: Defect classes can be defined along several dimensions. Automatic repair approaches can be compared only if they address similar defect classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect class according to...</th>
<th>Examples of defect class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The root cause</td>
<td>Incorrect variable initialization, incorrect configuration, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The symptom</td>
<td>Segmentation faults, Null pointer exceptions, memory exhaustion, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fix</td>
<td>Adding an input check, changing a method call, restoring an invariant, ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 What are the addressed defect classes?

By “defect class”, we mean a family of bugs that have something in common (we equate “bug” and “defect”, the former being the colloquial name for the latter). We have an open understanding of “in common”: they can share the same root cause (e.g. a programmer mistake), the same symptom (e.g. an exception) or the same kind of fix (e.g. changing the conditional of an if expression). Table 1 gives examples of such defined defect classes. There is often a relation between the root cause and the kind of fix. For instance, an incorrect initialization can obviously be fixed changing the initialization. But it can be also be fixed by inserting an assignment later. There can be several different fix locations (e.g. at line 42 or at line 666) and kinds for the same root cause (e.g. changing an assignment or changing a return value). The core of PAR is a collection of 10 templates. What are the addressed defect classes?

PAR doesn’t address or clearly identify one or several defect classes. By looking at the template names and descriptions, they seem to address many different classes (a null pointer bug is of different nature compared to a incorrect cast bug). There is no apparent principle behind the collection of templates. As far as we understand, the templates seem to have been collected by browsing bug fixes and see whether they would fit in their overall approach. Why is this ad hoc approach a problem?

To us, a contribution on automatic software repair should answer the following questions: For which defect class does it work? This names the enemy and enables the community to answer the related questions: what are the “repairable” defect classes, why is a defect class easy/hard to repair? Identifying a defect class in automatic repair is as important as defining the “fault model” [4] of a testing technique.

Identifying the target defect classes enables the community to answer the questions: what are the “repairable” defect classes, why is a defect class easy or hard to repair?

These are academic questions. The real impact of automatic repair on practitioners is founded are two other questions: What’s the abundance of this defect class? What is its criticality? Automatically fixing a common defect class would save a lot of maintenance resources, fixing critical crashes would save a lot of production loss. On the contrary, the automatic repair of minor and rare bugs would only be of academic interest. The lack of explicit defect classes in PAR’s paper hinders the answering to all those questions.

Note that the seminal paper on automatic repair by Weimer and colleague (GenProg, [37]) does not explicitly address those questions as well. However, it was a paper opening a new field of research. But we note that in the conference presentation 3 and in subsequent papers [15], the notion of defect class is clearly present and hints that GenProg works best for manipulating defensive code against memory errors (in particular segmentation faults and buffer overruns).

3.2 How conclusive is the evaluation?

Let us now discuss the conclusiveness of PAR’s evaluation [19]. Using 119 real bugs, they evaluate whether PAR fixes more bugs than GenProg [15] and whether the generated fixes are of better quality. We think that the experimental methodology has several issues. Note that we are not saying that their approach does not work (actually, we think that their AST template-based approach may well address some common bugs). We are only saying that the conclusiveness of the evaluation as presented is questionable.

3.2.1 On the relation between the dataset creation methodology and conclusiveness

The first part of the evaluation is about the number of fixed bugs. In PAR’s paper, there are 10 templates, and in the presented evaluation, PAR is able to fix 27 bugs. What is the distribution of fixed bugs by template? Mathematically, the templates and their associated defect class are evaluated on average on 2 or 3 bug instances (27/10 = 2.7). We asked the authors about this distribution (i.e. which template fixes which bug ID?): it has been lost. According to our replication experiments with the 27 fixed bugs, it actually seems that most bugs are fixed by the same templates (in particular “Null Pointer Checker” and “Expression Adder, Remover, Replacer”), and that others, e.g. “Class cast checker”, only fix one bug.

Many empirical evaluations, including some of ours, are biased or over-conclusive with the proposed approach. The bias often lies in the way the datasets are constructed. However, beyond the magnitude of a validation, the dataset construction can impact the internal validity.

Do PAR and GenProg address the same defect classes? If no, this raises doubts about the conclusiveness of the results. Let’s assume that PAR address defect classes A and B and GenProg defect classes B and C. In this case, depending on how one builds the dataset, the results would be totally different: for instance, a dataset 80%(A)-20%(B) would much favor PAR. This fallacy is partly due to the absence of the concept of defect class. In PAR’s paper, there is no presentation on how the dataset was built and no characterization of the kind of bugs it contains. To address this fallacy, one

---

3Our goal is not to articulate those two terms. For us, a fault model consists of several defect classes and may identify some relations between the root causes and the symptoms.

Finally, is PAR better than GenProg? According to our arguments, as long as one does not clarify the underlying defect classes and build a well-formed dataset, we do not know. If PAR and GenProg are proven to address different defect classes, the question can be considered as ill-formed.

The question that then arises is: how to build a valid evaluation dataset for automatic repair? At this point in the life of the research field, there is no definitive answer. However, we tend to think that having a explicit target defect class is again a key to answering this question. The dataset should contain only bugs from the same defect class. Within a defect class, the dataset sampling should be stratified from easy bugs to complex ones. With such a dataset, subsequent approaches on the same defect class can be meaningfully compared. Having yet-unfixed complex bugs in the dataset would even foster creativity in other teams, who would invent new ways to fix them in an automated manner.

3.2.2 On the meaning of evaluating “patch acceptability”

Let us now examine the second evaluation question on whether the synthesized patches are of better quality compared to ones synthesized with an other approach, or compared to the real ones. The experimental protocol consists of asking developers to blindly assess synthesized patches. They are also asked to assess the original human-written patch. The experiment says it evaluates “patch acceptability”. The subjects of the user study are 17 students and 67 developers of local companies. None of them are developers of the software packages for which bugs are fixed. As a result of this evaluation, it is claimed that “PAR generates more acceptable patches than GenProg does”. What are the underlying assumptions of this experiment?

First, it is that a developer is able to rate the quality of a patch without any knowledge about the codebase and domain of the bug. Within reasonable time in the experiment (say 30 minutes per bug), we think it is hardly possible. For many bugs, understanding the bug report itself, understanding the causality chain\(^1\), and understanding whether the patch is correct are all difficult tasks. Given only the patch and an hyperlink to the bug report, doing this analysis on an unknown codebase seems really hard. Understanding the inner quality of a patch requires far more domain-specific knowledge than the subjects of the user study have. To us, the subjects of the experiment do not rate the inner quality of the patch, but more on whether the code “looks good” or not (Kim et al. use “is acceptable”, but as explained above, to us, we think that “looks good” fits more the reality of the experiment).

\(^1\)This often requires executing the program and not only looking at the program as done in this setup.

Evaluating the inner quality of a patch requires a thorough process involving understanding the bug report itself, understanding the causality chain of the bug, and understanding the potential consequences and side-effects of the patch.

4. ON THE PROBLEM STATEMENT OF AUTOMATIC SOFTWARE REPAIR

Now, let us step back and discuss the core problem statement of the field of automatic software repair.

4.1 On Patch Prettiness versus Alien Code

As said above and especially in Section 3.2.2, to our understanding, PAR’s evaluation implicitly reformulates the automatic repair problem statement as “generate a patch that makes the test suite passing and that looks good”. Beyond “looks good”, we would say “looks like humanly written good code”.

Automatic software repair is one branch of code synthesis: according to the literature and our experience, code synthesis often generates surprising code, a kind of alien code. This is normal since the processes to create this are completely different (biological versus artificial). Let us dwell on this. Automatic software repair is about fixing bugs automatically; it is not about fixing bugs “as humans are used to”. We should not be afraid of alien ways of reasoning on and modifying programs (alien in the sense of fundamentally different).

PAR’s implicit reformulation of the problem statement of automatic repair puts up barriers on the way we fix bugs and on the way we design automatic bug fixing techniques. We should not only aim at techniques that mimic human bug fixing.

We should not be afraid of alien ways of writing code.

4.2 Kinds of Software Repair

More generally, the problem statements of automatic software repair are not yet clearly identified. In the following, we first aim at clarifying the “canonical” repair problem, as stated by Weimer et al. [37], and we call it “test-suite based program repair” (Section 4.2.1). We then broaden the scope of automatic repair and propose to distinguish two families of repair techniques: state repair and behavioral repair (Section 4.2.2).

4.2.1 Test-suite based Program Repair

In both PAR [19] and GenProg [37], the primary problem statement is “given a test suite with one failing test, generate a patch that makes them all passing”. The failing test case is the oracle for the bug. The rest of the test suite is the oracle for regression. This is what can be called “test-suite based program repair”. In the patch quality experiment of PAR, all the assessed patches pass the whole test suite. It means that the primary problem statement is solved.

Asking users whether a patch is better than another one implicitly breaks the well-formedness of the problem statement. Asking the question means that passing the test suite may not be sufficient. Many have raised such points since
Table 2: Two examples of software repair scenarios. Depending on the problem, the evaluation criteria of automatic software repair are different and the evaluation goals may be contradictory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facet</th>
<th>Fully Automatic System</th>
<th>Recommendation System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who</td>
<td>The repair robot or agent</td>
<td>The repair system, then the human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When</td>
<td>Mostly at runtime</td>
<td>Mostly at development and maintenance time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longevity</td>
<td>Solutions may be temporary, disposable</td>
<td>Solutions should sustain time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understandability</td>
<td>Anything goes incl. alien code</td>
<td>Solutions must be understandable by humans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>Fully automated procedure</td>
<td>Pre-filtering then human validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>Solutions must be 100% executable</td>
<td>Solutions may be partial, a human would fill the gaps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GenProg’s break-up. With hindsight, we also agree that this is an important weakness of the original problem statement as done by Weimer and colleagues. However, as shown above, the answer of PAR yields an implicit reformulation of the automatic repair problem statement as “generate a patch that makes the test suite passing that looks good”. We disagree with it. We think that a better way to reformulate it is to put the emphasis on assessing the test suite quality: to what extent is a test suite good? does it well specify its domain? is it appropriate for automatic repair?

If the research community is able to characterize what a good test suite is, we can simply clarify the problem statement as follows, “given a good and trustable test suite, generate a patch that makes the test suite passing”.

It may happen that the concept of test suite as we understand it today – with test cases and assertions – will never prove appropriate for automatic repair.

More generally, in test suite based program repair, there is an important asymmetry between test cases. One single failing test case is enough to express the bug, while the other ones must cover as completely as possible the specified behavioral space. To this extent, the point “given a good and trustable test suite” is simply a concrete instance of the more general problem of being able to characterize the specification of a program or software component [34].

4.2.2 Behavioral Repair versus State Repair

GenProg [37] focuses on synthesizing code to fix bugs offline, the code being meant to be committed into a version control system. The visibility and impact of this work tends to associate the term “repair” with this kind of repair. However, “repair” has a broader sense than just synthesizing source code. It may mean repairing a data structure [9], repairing the register values and memory locations [29], etc.

We think that we can actually distinguish two kinds of automatic software repair: state repair and behavioral repair. State repair consists in modifying the program state during the execution (the registers, the heap, the stack, etc.). Densky and Rinard’s work on data structure repair [9] is an example of such state repair. State repair can be seen as a kind of data repair (as opposed to code repair), in the spirit of the data diversity techniques in fault tolerance [2]. Behavioral repair consists in modifying the program executable code. According to this definition, synthesizing a source code patch is indeed behavioral repair. Behavioral repair is also relevant on binary code when no source code is available. Behavioral repair can also happen at runtime (when one changes the code part of the memory). To sum up, state repair is only online (at runtime) while behavioral repair can be either online or offline at maintenance time. We will come back on this point in Section 5.

The problem statement of automatic software repair can be decomposed in: state repair that consists in modifying the program state during the execution, and behavioral repair that consists in modifying the program code.

5. ON THE EVALUATION OF AUTOMATIC SOFTWARE REPAIR

According to the broad definition given in Section 2.1, automatic software repair can be declined in different scenarios. Repair involves failure detection, bug diagnosis, fault localization and repair inference. Even though automatic software repair contains the word “automatic”, it is not reasonable to state that automatic software repair systems are only those that fully automatically cover all those phases. A system that produces a patch on which a developer would build on to write the final patch indeed goes in the direction of automatic software repair. One can actually imagine a broad range of repair scenarios: fully automatic repair agents at runtime, repair bots taking care of some bug reports and modifying the source code base automatically, or repair recommendation systems proposing tentative patches that developers would improve. As we shall see now, depending on the scenario, the evaluation criteria change and may even be contradictory.

5.1 Evaluation Criteria

We see at least three dimensions of evaluation for which the evaluation goals differ depending on the automatic repair scenario.

Understandability.

Let us consider a repair robot that automatically commits patches to a code base where conventional human-based maintenance takes place. Some complex bugs would be unfixable by the repair robot and they would consequently be handled by a human developer. To fix those tough bugs, she may have to understand a patch previously generated by the repair robot, or even a set of superimposed synthesized patches, which may be rather difficult. When human-based maintenance and automatic repair are interleaved, the generated patches have to be clearly documented, and the repair approach could also generate an explanation of the repair. Le Goues et al. refer to this issue as “patch maintainability”
Correctness.

Those different repair scenarios have a direct impact on the correctness evaluation criteria. To some extent, a repair system that generates patches is a recommendation system for software engineering. In the mindset of using a recommendation system, the developer would use the system as follows. She would consider a synthesized patch, perform additional correctness and understandability assessment, and then decide for the final patch to be committed to the repository. In such a scenario, the repair system is allowed to synthesize partially correct patches. On the contrary, a fully automatic repair system is liable for synthesizing fully correct repairs (according to its correctness oracle). The latter has a much larger scope and seems more difficult in general. The value of the repair system may come either from the fully automated correctness decision procedure or from the help it provides to the developers.

Completeness.

The same argument applies to the completeness of the patch. A repair recommendation system can only provide a partial repair (say 90% of the final repair), or even a sketch of the repair. This can nonetheless be very valuable to guide the developer in writing the final patch. On the other hand, at runtime, the repair must be executable, and partialness is not an option. Partial repair is sometimes a valuable option and in other cases an unacceptable solution.

Depending on the repair problem statement, the evaluation criteria are different and the evaluation goals may even be contradictory.

Table 2 sums up those points. For instance, bug fix recommendation systems are expected to synthesize understandable patches but are allowed to provide partial solutions. Fully automatic repair systems have no understandability constraints but should always yield a 100% executable solution.

5.2 On Fix Acceptability

Let us consider again the question of fix acceptability. We now go beyond “looks good and humanly written”, and more generally beyond understandability, correctness and completeness. Beyond those three evaluation criteria, we think that the question of fix acceptability is related to the foundations of software. Let us assume that we have a good and trustworthy test suite. This test suite completely specifies the expected behavior in the sense of “if the repair technique mixes up the software” then “the introduced bugs will be detected”.

Now, let us assume that for a given bug and its failing test case, one has two possible fixes which are shown in Listing 1. Obviously, both patches fix a test case where the value “2” is involved. This value has a semantics in its domain. According to the setup, either foo is idempotent for all values < 2 or no values < 2 are tested.

In the latter case, since we assume one has a good test suite, it means that for values < 2, the behavior is unspecified. This can also be formulated as the values < 2 are outside the specified domain (neither a nominal value nor an expected incorrect value). In both cases, there is no direct answer to the question “which patch is more acceptable than the other”.

Let us now consider the topology of the output domain. The first fix A (with “==”) does nothing outside the specified point of the failing test case. The second fix B (with “<”) has an impact on the behavior within the unspecified input domain. Some tend to prefer fix A because it minimizes the impact which is a well-known engineering value.

However, the first fix A (with “==”) introduces an irregularity: something happens only for one point of the input domain. On the contrary the second fix B (with “<”) is more “regular”, it introduces a kind of phase transition at x = 2. This fits more to the idea that x = 2 does not represent an exception, but a boundary, which often happens in input domains. Some tend to prefer fix B because it minimizes the number of irregularities which is also a well-known engineering value.

Even within our research group, there is no consensus on which patch is better. What we want to show with this made-up example is two fold. First, the notion of “fix acceptability” is actually founded on deep concepts and beliefs on the nature of software. It may depend on the domain itself. Second, there may be many concurrent fixes for which there is simply no answer. In other terms, asking the question “which patch is more acceptable than the other” must be done with great care, by explicitly stating that “None” is a valid and common answer.

This has been done in PAR’s experiment: the subjects could answer “both [patches] are acceptable”. However, as discussed above, the subjects’ absence of knowledge about the domain tends to show that when the subjects answered this, this had little to do with answering “the patches are incomensurable”.

Listing 1: Two possible fixes of the same bug (both satisfy all test cases). There is no unique way to say that one is more acceptable than the other.

```
// fix A: code insertion at line 21
+ if (x==2) { foo(x); }

// fix B: code insertion at line 21
+ if (x<2) { foo(x); }
```

Interestingly, there is asymmetry between state repair and behavioral repair with respect to correctness: assessing the correctness of a new state (inferred, synthesized) corresponds to assessing one point; on the contrary, assessing the correctness of a behavioral patch requires to assess the correctness of the path under all anticipated inputs (many points).
Fix acceptability may be an unanswerable question.

It is now clear that the question of fix acceptability is directly related to what can be considered as correct or not, directly related to the nature of software correctness. Program repair lies at the conjunction of two dimensions of software correctness. It needs an oracle of what is incorrect: an oracle for the bug. It also needs an oracle on what behavior should be kept correct for sake of non-regression.

The conventional, common sense, notion of software correctness is binary: there is a decision procedure that says whether the software is correct (the procedure outputs “true”) or not (the procedure outputs “false”). Dijkstra says “a program with an error is just wrong” [10]. Boolean assertions in programming languages and testing frameworks embody this notion. In this perspective, the problem statement of program repair is easy: the binary oracle of the bug should be negated and the other binary oracles should be kept passing. This is the “canonical” problem statement of program repair, as stated by GenProg.

However, binary software correctness is no longer the norm. Software correctness exists at different scales: e.g. at the level of expressions (e.g. arithmetic expressions), functions, modules, systems, etc. Let us differentiate between the two extremes as “local correctness” (a few lines of code) and “global correctness” (at the system level, up to several millions of lines of code). Small-scale correctness is often binary. However, when the scale increases, a different kind of correctness emerges. This emerging correctness offers two new facets: it may be partial as when a system passes 1990 test cases out of 2000; and it may be continuous, as when one considers the quality of service [27] (many quality of service attributes are continuous, such as the performance). Both facets – partialness and continuousness – replace an “is correct” binary predicate by a “more correct than” relation. In other terms, there is no direct induction between “local binary correctness” and “global binary correctness”.

This broadening of software correctness has a direct impact on software repair. One may accept a fix that partially solves a bug or that partially breaks the existing behavior. Those new dimensions of software correctness have been called “acceptability envelope” and “approximate correctness” by Rinard et al. [31], “controlled uncertainty” by Locasto et al. [22] and “sufficient correctness” by Shaw [33]. However, both classical binary correctness and those unconventional kinds of correctness share a common characteristic with respect to repair: they all implicitly define fix acceptability.

A fix is acceptable if the system stays in the correctness envelope.

This perspective also gives a new light on the evaluation criteria discussed in Section 5: the definition of the correctness envelope defines the evaluation criterion. This point has been extensively exploited by Rinard and colleagues, for instance to automatically fix security bugs [24] or quality-of-service bugs [27]. Note that this perspective is independent from whether repair is state-based of behavior based, and whether it happens online or offline.

6. RELATED WORK

We structure the discussion of the related work on the following points; the notion of defect class, the evaluation and the risk of fallacy, and the problem statement of automatic repair.

6.1 On Defect Classes

The notion of “defect class” or “fault class” is really important in the field of fault tolerance and software testing. In fault tolerance, according to foundations of the field [4], “the dependability & security specification of a system must include the requirements [...] for specified classes of faults”. Indeed, one is tolerant with respect to a certain class of fault. Avizienis et al.’s elementary dimensions of fault classes [4] provide a coarse-grain framework for characterizing the bugs addressed by an automatic repair approach.

In software testing, and in particular in the field of mutation testing, a “fault class” or “fault model” describes kinds of programmer mistakes (in a particular language, domain, etc) [17]. Each mutation operator is intended to simulate one of those mistakes. Tolerating bugs, simulating faults, repairing bugs: in all cases, there is a real need to describe the classes of bugs that are handled by a novel technique.

In the research on self-healing software, which is close to automatic software repair, the need for a fault model has been clearly stated by Koopman [20]: “self-healing systems must have a fault model in terms of what injuries (faults) they are expected to be able to self-heal. Without a fault model, there is no way to assess whether a system actually can heal itself in situations of interest. ".

Let us now analyze other recent papers on automatic repair under the perspective of the addressed defect class. Semfix [28] is an automatic repair approach by Nguyen and colleagues based on symbolic execution. As in PAR’s paper, there is no clearly addressed defect class. As said above and summarized in Table 1, a defect class can be defined in terms of causes, symptoms or kinds of fix. With respect to the last point (kinds of fix), Semfix targets two clear defect classes: it fixes faulty integer initialization and faulty conditionals that use arithmetic, relational and boolean operators. Carzaniga et al. [6] proposed a repair approach at runtime. In this paper, the addressed defect class is very clear, it isUnhandled exceptions. Hosek and Cadar [16] also address a defect class at runtime: segmentation faults (as defined by the reception of Unix’ SIGSEGV signal). The paper of Logozzo and Ball’s paper [23] clearly conveys the notion of defect classes, up to its structure (e.g. the section entitled “Repair of Initialization and Off-By-One Errors”). However, they repair statically generated warnings, which are “virtual” bugs and not real ones. Although those papers address defect classes, it is not always explicit. We note that having an underlyng defect class does not remove the risk of evaluation fallacy if the evaluation is conducted on a biased dataset (with respect to the defect class) or against an inappropriate competitor (idem).

Compared to this related work, our paper explicitly states the importance of defect classes in automatic software repair.

6.2 On Fallacies in Software Engineering

Having sound evaluation methods is essential for science. In many fields, different fallacies have been described (e.g. [13] in medicine). In software engineering, many authors discussed potential fallacies, such as Glass in his book [12].
Recently, Bird and colleagues [5] have extensively discussed the biases of datasets used in bug prediction research. Pognett, Filkova and Devanbu [30] have published a paper on the presence of ecological fallacies in empirical software engineering research (focusing on sample size, zonation, and class imbalance). Both papers discuss the intimate relation between the dataset construction and the conclusiveness of the evaluation.

Our paper makes the same point in a different context, automatic software repair.

### 6.3 On The Problem Statement of Automatic Software Repair

Along the two dimensions of state repair and runtime repair, let us now survey important related work. As early as 1980, Taylor and colleagues [35] introduced “robust data structures” which are able to repair their own state at runtime. Demsky and Rinard [9] proposed a similar approach for data structure repair [9], Perkins et al. [29] invented a complex repair strategies for register values and memory locations of x86 binary programs [29], Friedrich et al. [11] focused on repairing service-oriented software. Lewis and Whitehead’s paper [21] also performs state repair, by runtime modification of the state of event-driven programs.

On behavioral repair, beyond the now classical work by Weimer and colleagues [37, 15], there is also earlier (e.g. [18, 3]) and concurrent work on this topic (e.g. [7, 36]). Those contributions focus on synthesizing source code to fix bugs, the code being meant to be committed into a version control system. However, behavioral repair is also relevant on binary code [32]. Moreover, as stated above, behavioral repair can also happen at runtime, the application communities of Locast and colleagues [22], for instance, share behavioral patches at runtime for fixing faults.

### 7. CONCLUSION

Automatic software repair is a field of research with some momentum. It poses hard and interesting problems and may have a great impact on practitioners. Taking as stepping stone Kim et al.’s paper published at ICSE 2013 on this topic, we have discussed the foundations of automatic repair.

First, a meaningful evaluation in automatic software repair requires one to identify and characterize a defect class. Otherwise, there is a great risk of stating a fallacy. Second, the apparently harmless question “is the synthesized patch correct?” has actually deep roots on how to define the problem statements of automatic repair and how to set up evaluation criteria.

We are only at the beginning of automatic software repair. We are yet only able to automatically repair some bugs, in some contexts where it is easy to have a well-formed problem statement (e.g. test-suite based program repair). But let us open any issue tracker: how many issues can be fixed in an automated manner? Let us have a look at any bug fix of less than 10 lines in a source code repository, for instance on Github. How many of those small changes can be synthesized in an automated manner? I would say very few. There are great inventions to be done on defining bug oracles, reproducing field failures, guiding the search for a correct repair solution, assessing the impact of synthesized changes for repair, etc. And all this has to be done at the scale and complexity of today’s software.
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